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traser swiss H3 watches presents:  

the P96 OdP Evolution – the reinterpretation of a classic  

 

 
Since 1989, when traser launched the world’s first self-illuminated watch, the brand has 

been appealing to people who expect more convenience, ruggedness and style from 

their watches. The latest shining example of these qualities from the Swiss 

watchmaking company is the P96 OdP Evolution that pays tribute to the “Outdoor 

Pioneer” classic.  

When adventure beckons – whether it’s hot, cold, bright, or dark outside – it is high time for 

the new P96 OdP Evolution. The debut by traser is exactly the right companion for adventure 

seekers; it is unconditionally functional and stands out with good looks!  

 

The watch belongs to traser’s Tactical Adventure collection and fulfils every need that 

adventurers and outdoor enthusiasts can expect to face in any situation – be it a sandstorm 

during a desert rallye, sub-zero temperatures while ice fishing or a cloudburst on the way home 
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through the urban jungle. The rugged P96 OdP Evolution can handle any challenge with ease. 

Inspired by the athletic and tactical activities of their wearers, they are available in camouflage 

colours: petrol, grey, black and green.  

 

Thanks to the proprietary trigalight self-illumination technology, they deliver crisp readings of 

time even in total darkness and difficult light conditions. The trigalight self-illumination 

technology consists of tiny glass pipes coated with zinc sulphide and then filled with tritium. 

What’s so spectacular about this is that trigalight will continue to shine brightly for more than 

ten years, completely without external power. 

 

The P96 OdP Evolution is available with a chronograph movement or a three-hand calibre. Its 

movements are protected by an impressively robust glass-fibre reinforced polymer case — 

straps in various hues coordinate with the subtle colours of the dials.  

 

Technical data – P96 OdP Evolution - Swiss Made 
 
Illumination: trigalight self-powered technology on the hour markers, hands, and beneath 

the traser logo  
Super-LumiNova coatings on the hour markers 

  
Movement:  Swiss Made quartz 
 
Size: Ø 44 mm 
 
Glass:  Anti-reflective sapphire 
 
Case:  Glass-fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) 
  
Dial:  Matte black 
 Petrol matte 
 Green matte 
 Grey matte 
 
Strap:  Black NATO 
 Black rubber 
 Brown leather NATO 
 Green-grey NATO   
 
Water resistance:  10 atm / 10 bar  
 
MSRP: From CHF 275 
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References:  

  

About traser swiss H3 watches – #theoriginal #unlimited #illumination 
 
traser swiss H3 watches are developed and manufactured under the SWISS MADE quality label in 
Niederwangen near Bern, Switzerland.  traser watches have a unique feature: permanent and 
consistent legibility of the time in total darkness and under adverse visibility conditions. This is achieved 
with trigalight self-powered illumination tubes developed in-house. They require no external energy and 
deliver constant luminescence by day and by night for over ten years.  
 
Customers around the world (among them active people, adventurers, keen sportspeople, nature lovers 
or professionals in tactical roles and special forces units) rely on the ruggedness and functionality of 
traser watches. 

 
 

Reference Name Case Dial Strap 

108673 P96 OdP Evolution Black  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Black GFRP 

Black NATO 

109041 P96 OdP Evolution Petrol Petrol NATO 

109039 P96 OdP Evolution Green Green NATO 

109037 P96 OdP Evolution Grey Grey NATO 

108672 P96 OdP Evolution Black Black rubber 

109040 P96 OdP Evolution Petrol Petrol leather NATO 

109038 P96 OdP Evolution Green Green leather NATO 

109036 P96 OdP Evolution Grey Grey leather NATO 

108680 P96 OdP Evolution Chrono Black Black NATO 

109050 P96 OdP Evolution Chrono Petrol Petrol NATO 

109048 P96 OdP Evolution Chrono Green Green NATO 

109046 P96 OdP Evolution Chrono Grey Grey NATO 

108679 P96 OdP Evolution Chrono Black Black rubber 

109049 P96 OdP Evolution Chrono Petrol Petrol leather NATO 

109047 P96 OdP Evolution Chrono Green Green leather NATO 

109045 P96 OdP Evolution Chrono Grey Grey leather NATO 


